
 
 

Application-based account for imaging - (available only on S2 system of Dr. Imam).   

APPLICATIONS: Application used for this account include: 

INTELVIEWER: 

IntelViewer is a medical imaging software platform that is often used for viewing and interpreting 

medical images, including X-rays, CT scans, and MRIs. It typically provides tools for radiologists and 

healthcare professionals to analyze, annotate, and report on medical images. 

POWERSCRIBE: 

PowerScribe is a speech recognition and reporting platform used in radiology. It streamlines the 

reporting process, improving efficiency and accuracy. 

INTERNET EXPLORER: 

Internet Explorer (IE) is a web browser developed by Microsoft. 

These applications are often integrated into the workflow of healthcare professionals, especially 

radiologists and medical imaging specialists. They play a crucial role in the interpretation, reporting, 

and management of medical images. 

 

 



USAGE: To run the application need to follow these steps: 

 First connect to the GLOBAL PROTECT network 

 Open the Global Protect Application. 

 Initiate the Connection and look for the "Connect" button. 

 Click on the "Connect" button to establish a connection to the Global Protect 

network. 

 

Client Credentials: The security of client credentials is crucial because they serve as a form of 

authentication for the application to access protected resources or perform actions on behalf of a 

user. The client credentials should be kept confidential. They should not be exposed or shared in 

groups. This is important to prevent unauthorized access to the application's resources. 

 credentials – ID: n.imam, PASSWORD: Zrad@123 

 Authenticate by getting OTP from Dr. IMAM 

 

 
 

NEXT  

Double-Click on the IntelViewer Icon, this action typically opens the application. 

Add credentials- ID: n.imam 

password: Drad@123# 

Intelviewer simultaneously opens powerscribe (if not opens then use the credentials, ID: n.imam, 

PASSWORD: Drad@123#). 

                 



TO OPEN CASES/STUDIES/EXAMS/JOBS: 

1. Launch IntelViewer: Double-click on the IntelViewer application icon to open the 

program. 

2. Access Worklist: Once the application is open, navigate to the "Worklist" section. 

This is usually a dedicated area where you can manage and view the list of studies. 

3. Add CR Filter: Look for an option or button that allows you to add filters. Find the 

"CR" filter for computed radiography (CR) studies.  

 

 
 

NEXT:  

 

1. Double Click on Patient Name: Within the IntelViewer application, locate the patient name 

in the worklist. Double-click on the patient name to initiate the action. 

2. Powerscribes and internet explorer page opens simultaneously.  

3. Add credentials to the internet explorer page to get patient details (only while starting the 

application, next cases will automatically open with patient details). 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 Look for clinical history under study notes section. 

 Copy hx and paste on report side (powerscribe). 

 Look for prior studies, patient details (name, age, gender) on worklist page.  

 Open prior report with single click. 

TO LOGOUT FROM THE APPLICATION 

 Click on the X mark on image side  

 Click on YES 

 Click YES on report side too. 

 



  

 

 


